It’s our final challenge! Are you aged 4 -12 and in a school in Exeter or does your child attend a school in Exeter? Join in on our final weekly challenge!

This week the theme is all about

**Trees**

The CHALLENGE “My tree”

4 - 7 year olds: Discover a tree near you, or do your own research about one. Draw what it looks like, do you know the name of the tree? What would its leaves look like when they grow them?

8 - 12 year olds: The same as above, but include any facts you know or find out about the tree.

Did you know that trees get their own diseases too? It is predicted that around 90% of our Ash trees in Devon might disappear from “Ash dieback”. Trees like Ash are very important for wildlife, so DWT are helping to replace any lost Ash trees with other similar trees so that wildlife will still have a home.

The chosen winning pupil(s) will receive an FSC identification pull-out guide on Tree ID. There will be one prize for each of the two age categories:

(4 -7 years and 8 -12 years).

To participate all you have to do is take a picture of the work, with the student’s first name, age and school and send it to Emily from the Education Team on ebacon@devonwildlifetrust.org by the deadline of Monday 8th March - we will be in touch with the winners afterwards.

You can check out our Wild Learning at Home page here for more resources on plants as well as other nature inspired learning and activities.

https://www.devonwildlifetrust.org/discover-wildlife/exploring-nature-home

Thanks to the Players of People’s Postcode Lottery for supporting this competition and school’s work in Exeter.